
In the Mess 

GOD OF THE NEW 

 

Niccolo Paganini is recognised as one of the world’s greatest ever violinists.  He 

was a musical virtuoso who played to packed concert halls all over Europe. He 

was also a master showman who perfected a unique ability to play entire sonatas 

using only one string of the violin.  He performed one piece called, “Variations for 

the fourth string.” Audiences clamoured to hear him play this piece in which he 

reached notes three octaves higher than the G string of a violin was normally 

capable of producing.  He did it by perfecting a harmonic technique that few 

other violinists could imitate.   

Paganini also devised a dramatic way of demonstrating his skill with a single 

string.  He would secretly tie a penknife to his right wrist and then begin to play 

using all four strings. At a dramatic moment he would draw the blade across the E 

string, causing it to snap!  The audience would gasp as he continued to play on 

just three strings.  Then he would break the A string, and continue on just two 

strings. Then he would break the D string, leaving him to play on only one string.  

His brilliance was that he could play on one string with all the richness of four! 

Paganini was at his best when he had the least to work with.
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Same is true of God.  God in his grace and mercy wants to transform our lives into 

a masterpiece, and he does his best work when he has the least to work with.  He 

can take the broken strings of our lives and by his love and his grace and his 

mercy, transform us to reach our full redemptive potential! 

Job has been through a frightening ordeal, but love is winning in his heart, and it 

wins for sure when Job comes to the end of himself. Because for love truly to win 

in the heart of a person, they must be able to say: “God is enough!”  God is worth 

loving even if I get nothing back! And it is at this point, when Job realises God is 

endlessly good, uncontrollably generous and irrationally loving, when he comes to 
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the end of himself realising how little he knows or understands but is ready to 

trust himself fully to the character of God who loves because he loves because he 

loves.... that God is able to take the broken strings of his experience and 

transform it into something new! 

I think there may be a deep and profound challenge here for us – one that we 

may well miss, in this somewhat disconcerting story of Job.  Remember all the 

way back to the beginning of the story in chapters 1 and 2 of Job and what the 

story is really about?  We know this is not about God allowing what happens 

because he wants to teach Job something! Actually, God makes it clear in chapter 

1 v 8 that he thinks the world of Job – he thinks Job is great! In fact so much so 

that he only allows Satan anywhere near Job because he is sure Job will prove 

God himself right and Satan wrong...that people don’t just love God because of 

what they get!  That even in the most severe and extreme pain, people are 

capable of choosing the way of love, because self-giving, self-sacrificial love really 

is at the centre of the universe. God is simply not trying to teach Job a lesson or 

humble him!   

But.... but... but it is true that Job, through the most severe pain, learnt something 

about himself and about God!  Maybe, truth is, for all his goodness and 

righteousness which God applauded, he had become a little complacent in life.  

Maybe, truth is, pride had, still, some hold on his heart!  Through his pain all that 

had been stripped away and Job is now, in truth, in a better place than ever 

before.  In many ways that’s not a comfortable thought is it?   

Maybe it is true that in a world where love is possible, a world where things often 

don’t happen as we want or would like, in a world where things sometimes 

happen without any seeming purpose, in a world where God sometimes seems 

distant and remains silent, the events that surround us and challenge us and 

sometimes almost overwhelm us, can bring us to the end of ourselves and to be 

able to say: God is enough! 

Maybe it is then above all, that love wins in our hearts and minds, and we prove 

Satan wrong and God right.  That we are, you are, I am, able to choose the way of 



love even if it appears we get nothing back, and in doing so we extend the 

kingdom of God on earth! 

Friends, I hope that is true – I really do!  I believe it is true – I really do!  In the 

end, friends it’s what keeps me going – in everything! And I hope that if ever I 

face anything like Job faced (and I really, really, really hope that I don’t), I will 

follow Job’s example.  I hope you will too!  For your sake and for the sake of the 

kingdom of God!  When we get to the end of ourselves and are able to say, “God 

is enough!” then God can do something new! 

And we need to address the closing verses in the story of Job, as God does 

something new in Job. 

Job 42 

Epilogue 
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 After the LORD had said these things to Job, he said to Eliphaz the Temanite, “I 

am angry with you and your two friends, because you have not spoken the truth 

about me, as my servant Job has. 
8
 So now take seven bulls and seven rams and 

go to my servant Job and sacrifice a burnt offering for yourselves. My servant Job 

will pray for you, and I will accept his prayer and not deal with you according to 

your folly. You have not spoken the truth about me, as my servant Job has.” 
9
 So 

Eliphaz the Temanite, Bildad the Shuhite and Zophar the Naamathite did what the 

LORD told them; and the LORD accepted Job’s prayer.  
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 After Job had prayed for his friends, the LORD restored his fortunes and gave 

him twice as much as he had before. 
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 All his brothers and sisters and everyone 

who had known him before came and ate with him in his house. They comforted 

and consoled him over all the trouble the LORD had brought on him, and each 

one gave him a piece of silver and a gold ring.  
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 The LORD blessed the latter part of Job’s life more than the former part. He 

had fourteen thousand sheep, six thousand camels, a thousand yoke of oxen and 

a thousand donkeys. 
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 And he also had seven sons and three daughters. 
14

 The 

first daughter he named Jemimah, the second Keziah and the third Keren-

Happuch. 
15

 Nowhere in all the land were there found women as beautiful as Job’s 



daughters, and their father granted them an inheritance along with their 

brothers.  

 
16

 After this, Job lived a hundred and forty years; he saw his children and their 

children to the fourth generation. 
17

 And so Job died, an old man and full of years.  

Sometimes I struggle with the ending to this story more than any other part.  It 

might look as though everything ends just fine and actually Job ends up better off 

than he was at the start of the story. And we may think it’s saying – well, see, if 

you hang in there long enough, it’ll all be worth it in the end and God will give you 

more than you had before!  I don’t think that’s what this story teaches us at all!  

For most of us, if not all of us, it hasn’t been our experience…yet…has it?  It would 

seem to contradict everything I’ve said so far about loving God even if you get 

nothing back! 

Well, let’s take a look at what might be happening here!  Maybe this is really 

more about restoration and transformation.  First there is restoration in the eyes 

of his friends.   For most of the book of Job, his friends have accused him of being 

a wicked man who is justly suffering as punishment from God.  In his response to 

Job, God never so much as acknowledges their accusations – which in itself is 

proof Job is right. But now he clearly states how wrong they were.  Three times he 

refers to “my servant Job” making the point even more emphatically.  They had 

been so absolutely sure they were right, leaving no possibility that there may 

have been any truth in what Job claimed. God says they were wrong about God 

and wrong about Job. As we’ve noted before, they weren’t wrong about 

everything, but they were wrong about what was happening to Job. They were so 

blinkered and challenged by what they saw and heard, they made judgments they 

had no right to make.  It reminds us again that we must be very careful with how 

we respond to what is happening in the lives of others!   

God orders them to repent before Job… Ouch!  They do, immediately, without 

complaint!  We would do well to take note of that too!  From Job we see no 

evidence of any bitterness. He prays for his friends – for those who tortured him 

with their theology, words and attitudes!  That’s a challenge we would do well not 

to miss!  Confessing we got it badly wrong (especially when others agreed with 



us) is difficult…And receiving it can be equally challenging…but that is what 

forgiveness requires.   

Then there is restoration in the eyes of the community.  Job’s community had 

driven him out of their midst as a dirty old beggar so that he sat on the rubbish 

heap. He had nowhere else to go!  The whole community saw his rotting social 

status and his rotting body as evidence of God’s wrath.  At least on the rubbish 

heap he could scavenge for food and perhaps look out over his once beloved 

town and dream of returning. They had jeered at him and ridiculed him and spat 

at him and humiliated him when they had the chance.   

What Job wanted was justice, but he thinks he will only receive vindication after 

he dies when God himself will declare him innocent. But God now restores him 

before his family and his community!  Job is physically healed, he gets his 

property back and he prospers in everything he does.  Those who had so viciously 

spurned him, now queue to bring him gifts!  God in his grace blesses Job in this 

way. 

It won’t be like that for most of us!  It hasn’t been like that for many, many, 

Christians who have served God faithfully and died in obscurity; it hasn’t been like 

that for the thousands of Christian martyrs who have chosen to die rather than 

give up their faith, sometimes in the most horrific of circumstances; and it’s not 

like that for the Christians who still today are persecuted and killed for their faith.  

Job did not expect to be vindicated on earth, and neither can we friends!  To think 

that this is the point of this epilogue is to miss the point completely. 

Job’s desire was to be vindicated before God; he wanted to be declared innocent 

before God himself!  That was what was important to him, and that is what is 

important for us to: to be vindicated, declared innocent before God himself. And 

because of Jesus, the redeemer Job points us to, that is entirely possible!  Friends, 

we can live in the light of eternity!   

Job is blessed with double the wealth he had before and he has children again. 

Interestingly the emphasis here is placed on the naming of the girls!  That would 

be unheard of in Job’s day – sons were everything!  Perhaps it shows the 



transformation that is taking place in Job’s heart. For him now, his daughters have 

as equal status as his sons! 

As he opens his heart to the God of the new, God is able to do a new things in his 

heart, as he becomes more and more like his loving heavenly father!  As love wins 

in his heart, as he extends the kingdom of God, so transformation begins to take 

place.  Maybe, in a way he has never known before, Job is first beginning, really, 

to live! 

So friends, what will it be?  In a world where love is possible, will we, even in the 

most painful and challenging of circumstance that the world may throw at us, 

choose the way of love?  We might never know blessings like Job did at the end of 

his life…but every time we choose the way of love we will prove Satan wrong 

about Job, wrong about God, wrong about love and wrong about us.  We will 

extend the kingdom of heaven here and now, and we will show that God is worth 

loving even if we get nothing back, because the best thing anyone can do is trust 

themselves to the nature of God. 

I want to follow Job!  I want to hear the words one day:  “Well done good and 

faithful servant, enter the joy of the Lord!” 

How about you? 
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